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John
Calvin
Abney

Safe passage, in any case, is a porch light lit, a pro-
verbial lighthouse in the miles of vast darkness, 
a hope. A hope of making it through, one way or 

another, without losing yourself or what you hold dear.



On the gentle opener to John Calvin Abney’s 
new album, he draws a line between himself and 
the expectations of others. The weight of those 
judgments, wanting to be what others have want-
ed from him, has always sat heavy on Abney’s 
heart—the depths of which he’s plumbed for 
plenty of albums’ past—but here, he’s distilled 
that pressure and perhaps his own past posturing 
down to the most fundamental human desire.

“I just want to feel good,” he sings softly, setting the 
tone for the cyclical narrative of “Safe Passage,” 
a ten-song exploration of happiness and the self.

Abney is a songwriter, producer, and multi-
instrumentalist sideman who’s spent nearly 10 
years in the studio and on the road in instrumen-
tal service to the songs of other writers, includ-
ing John Moreland, Samantha Crain, and, re-
cently, Lee Bains III and the Glory Fires, along 
with a veritable swath of writers and musicians 
that quickly become friends. Recently, he has also 
spent time scoring short films and documentaries 
between session and show, and even picked up 
part time work cleaning and repairing old video 
games from the 80’s and 90’s at a local shop.

He writes when something moves him, when 
nothing moves him, whenever he can capture a 
spare moment, and when he senses something 
that sparks the myriad musical kindling that sits 
bundled in his thoughts. If his hands aren’t mov-
ing, his mind surely still is.

Where 2018’s “Coyote” had Abney grappling 
with external tragedies, the lyrics on “Safe Pas-
sage” take careful measure of his observations, 
tending toward opposites—the world’s highs and 
lows, having more versus doing less, saying yes 
but meaning no, what he was then and who he 
is now. The result is a peaceful balance between 
Abney’s apparent joy for making music and the 
ever-present emotions of his writing.

Just when the idea complete coalesced and he 
began the arduous process of taking what the 
mind and hands created and transfering it to 
tape, unexpected events altered the meaning of 
the record, in name and in concept. A car acci-
dent on the highway connecting Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa that luckily left him safe but his vehicle 
out of commission caused a snap awareness of 
mortality and a inkling of what “Safe Passage” 
really meant. Just as that chapter closed, John’s 
father passed away on the day the album was an-
nounced, and the songs began to take on broader 
new meanings while he tangled with the intan-
gible grief that he was left with and the deep con-
fusion following a loved one’s departure.
“Kind Days” touches on 1950s and ‘60s beach 
folk instrumentation, a sweet, swaying lesson in 
patience and a call to move forward towards ac-

ceptance: “Bad days are leaving / No use in grieving 
/ Here come those kind days.” In retrospect, this was 
a song Abney needed to hear, but didn’t know, 
after finishing the last lyric.

Abney reminds us to bring that kindness onto 
ourselves in “When the Dark Winds Blow,” a har-
monica-laden standout where he and his album-
making cohorts belt during the chorus, “Can’t be 
everything to everyone you know / Give yourself some 
grace when those dark winds blow.”

Where the inward-facing lens makes for some 
poignant lyrical moments, as on Abney’s nod and 
occasional wince at his past self on “Backwards 
Spring,” it’s when his studio band stretches its 
legs that the record’s most memorable moments 
surface.

“Days of Disconnect” is a plucky, fun, rock ‘n’ roll 
number where drummer Will Johnson (Centro-
matic, Monsters of Folk), violinist/vocalist Me-
gan Palmer, and bassist/vocalist Shonna Tucker 
(Drive By Truckers), as well as Abney himself on 
keys, really shine as a cohesive band—the whim-
sical flourishes, the chorus vocals, the empty 
space that gives away to the big finish.

A similarly impactful use of quiet leads the album 
out. The instrumental reprise “Soft Rain After All” 
ushers in a warm and lilting laugh, elucidating 
the storm we thought was going to tear through 
our fields was only a summer shower leading to 
the sunnier days promised earlier. The delicate 
and descending piano leads us downward into 
the sounds of moving water, seabirds, and syn-
thesizers, carrying in comfort and that very elu-
sive acceptance in album closer “Maybe Happy.”

“When I cross over from the shadows to the sun you’re 
not with me,” Abney sings after a flood of orches-
tral strings.  On another day, on another record, 
this might’ve served as a final farewell, but here, 
it’s a realization coming full circle. Our days are 
short, life is both beautiful and tragic, and when 
we focus on the minutiae of our mornings-by-
evenings, all will be well.

What isn’t new on “Safe Passage” is the tendency 
of Abney’s songs to look for the light in the face of 
tragedy, worry, or self-imposed struggle. What’s 
different this time is he’s found it—not in those 
he’s lost, the friends he’s leaned on, or even in 
the heady collection of experiences that he’s lived 
thus far—but in himself. Plenty of songwriters 
mine the the abject in search of some kind of uni-
versal truth; very few find their way home, and 
John always does.

“I know you can’t tell, but I’ve been doing well,” Ab-
ney sings as “Safe Passage” comes to end. “Maybe 
happy.”



Coyote
BMR004
(180g LP/CD)

RIYL: Full band Elliott Smith, but with Bob Dylan instead of 
the Beatles

““Always Enough” channels the hushed, lo-fi symphonies of 
Elliot Smith” - Rolling Stone Country

“We knew he could sling a guitar, but this song proves Abney’s 
chops as a lyricist.” - Wide Open Country

Vice Versa Suite
BMR005
(10” EP/CD)

RIYL: Piano driven atmospheric wanderings inspired by Japa-
nese video game composers.

John Calvin Abney/M. Lockwood Porter
BMR009
(10” EP)

Featuring four singles previously only available digitally.



Safe Passage
BMR008
(180g LP/CD)

RIYL: Brian Wilson writing 90’s pop country and then having 
Elliott Smith play it.

“The fiddle-driven tune (“Turn Again”)  finds value in starting 
anew and being kind to yourself when you’re staring down a 
road leading to old habits.” - Wide Open Country



Born into a working-class family in rural Oklaho-
ma, Porter launched his songwriting career after 
relocating to the San Francisco Bay Area, kicking 
things off with 2013’s Judah’s Gone. There, in the 
nation’s most expensive real-estate market, he 
also taught classes to underprivileged students at 
an inner-city school, a job that gave him a close-
up view of the nation’s growing class divide and 
its many symptoms, including poverty, gentrifi-
cation, and homelessness. As his cross-country 
touring increased, so did the presence of political 
and social issues within his music, with 2016’s 
How to Dream Again taking influence from the 
socially-conscious works of Bob Dylan and Bruce 
Springsteen. After writing 2019’s Communion in 
the Ashes, Porter returned to Oklahoma with the 
goal of contributing to a growing artistic commu-
nity and, hopefully, affecting social change.

“The tech boom of the last 10 years has totally 
transformed the whole Bay Area, and has essen-
tially made it a playground for the rich. Work-
ing-class folks and artists aren’t welcome there 
anymore, and this has manifested in rising hous-
ing costs, closure of music venues, and the pro-
liferation of homeless tent cities,” Porter divulg-
es. “In the last verse of the title track, I can see 
in hindsight that I was saying a ‘goodbye’ to the 
Bay Area, even though I didn’t know that I’d be 
leaving at the time.” 

With Communion In The Ashes, Porter crystal-
lizes a sound that is uniquely his own: one that 
gatecrashes the borders between indie rock & roll, 
singer/songwriter folk, and Americana. Written 
alone on the acoustic guitar and recorded with 
Porter’s band during a collaborative, five-day 
studio session in Chico, CA, the album champi-
ons togetherness as an antidote to the immense 
problems we face as a society. On the kinetic title 
track, a kick drum bangs out a steady pulse while 
Porter unveils his game plan: “When the bridges 
are all burned, let’s congregate the masses, let’s hold 
a new communion in the ashes.” The song doesn’t 
turn a blind eye to the desperation of today’s 
world; instead, it builds something new from the 
rubble, transforming desolation into hope. A sim-
ilar feeling imbues the piano-propelled “I Will Do 
No More A-Prayin’,” a secular hymn that nods to 
Porter’s childhood days in the Southern Baptist 
church. If “I Will Do No More A-Prayin’” evokes 
the solemnity of Sunday morning, though, the 
bulk of Communion in the Ashes rustles up 
the thrill of Saturday night. There are furiously 
strummed power chords, pounding percussion, 
vocal harmonies, and 80s-inspired synthesizers, 
shot through with a voice that’s urgent, compel-
ling, and quick to incite. These are songs about 
revolution and rebuilding, and Porter sings them 
accordingly, his voice echoing and rattling its way 
between the electric guitars and upright piano.

Given the album’s communal emphasis, it’s ap-
propriate that Communion in the Ashes is also 
Porter’s most collaborative release. All five band 
members contributed to the arrangement process, 
with drummer Peter Labberton pulling triple-du-
ty as the album’s engineer and mixer. The band 
worked swiftly, foregoing rehearsal in favor of 
instinctual performances and quick studio deci-
sions. “Get Back to the Wild,” the one song not 
recorded live, gave the band a chance to exper-
iment, building a two-bar drum and piano loop 
into a spiritually-minded song that examines the 
distance between human nature and human soci-
ety. Porter and company looked to their own in-
fluences for cues, too, with Communion’s touch-
stones running the gamut from Leonard Cohen’s 
inventive songwriting and Tom Petty’s concise 
melodies to Wilco’s experimentation and War on 
Drugs’ gorgeously textured tones. Even so, this is 
the most distinctive release in M. Lockwood Por-
ter’s catalog — an album that both nods to the 
past and pushes forward to the future, thanks in 
part to a full-band attack that lends fire, ferocity, 
and grit to the tracklist.

“I think the fully collaborative recording process 
was the biggest musical shift between recording 
How To Dream Again and Communion In The 
Ashes,” explains Porter. “Jeremy Lyon has been 
playing in my live band since 2016, but this was 
the first M. Lockwood Porter album that he’s 
worked on, and he brought a much wider palette 
of guitar tones to this album than I’ve used on past 
records. This is also the first time I’ve recorded 
with synthesizers. I had given the band the vague 
direction that I wanted us to imagine ourselves as 
a ‘dystopian gospel band’ before we started re-
cording, and my keyboardist Jeff Hashfield found 
a sound on his Prophet synthesizer that we ended 
up dubbing the ‘Blade Runner church organ.’ We 
ended up using it on nearly every song.” 

Throughout Communion In The Ashes, Porter’s 
electrifying “dystopian gospel band” explores 
how frightening our world can be. The record’s 
enthralling cover art — designed by William 
Schaff, known for his longtime association with 
Songs: Ohia’s Jason Molina — shines a light 
on that horrifying present, depicting a man (A 
preacher? An organizer? A demagogue?) address-
ing a crowd from the foreground of a burning, de-
caying city. With its Springsteen-sized catharsis, 
though, Communion in the Ashes offers listeners 
something new: a soundtrack with which to rise 
up, rebuild, and renew. Call it protest music if 
you’d like. Call it a political album if you must. 
Whatever the description, Communion in the 
Ashes packs the strongest punch of Porter’s ca-
reer, capturing not just one man’s reaction to the 
present day, but an entire community’s opportu-
nity to better their own tomorrows.



M.
Lockwood

Porter

M. Lockwood Porter’s Communion in the 
Ashes is a rallying cry for the hopeless and 
heartbroken, its lyrics set to a soundtrack 

of anthemic heartland rock & roll. This is a record that 
addresses our modern-day social problems from a per-
spective of hope, encouraging those who listen to focus 
on activism and community-building rather than de-
spair. Along the way, Porter delivers some of the most 
engaging, electrifying songs of his career, rooting these 
melodic calls-to-action in the stomp and epic swagger of 
a five-piece road band.



Communion In The Ashes
BMR006
(LP/CD)

RIYL: The Clash, mixed with ELO, mixed with The Heart-
breakers

“Bruce Springsteen has it. American Aquarium has it. M. Lock-
wood Porter has it. They can all convert negative circumstanc-
es into positive energy.” - AltCountry.nl

“The title track delivers [...] [a] dire warning against climate 
change, [and] crackles with [...] image-rich lyrics and an elec-
tric guitar-driven arrangement.” - American Songwriter



27
BMR001
(LP/CD)

RIYL: Steel guitar punk-rock

How To Dream Again
BMR003
(LP/CD)

RIYL: Fast, charged rockers balanced with soft love songs and 
introspective ballads

“It seems perfect when you’re driving alone for long stretch-
es of road and you want a trusted companion to have a chat 
with.” - Nine Bullets

“The sound channels ‘70s Dylan, Bright Eyes and The Faces’ 
“Ooh La La,” complete with free-spirited instrumentation” - 
Paste

John Calvin Abney/M. Lockwood Porter
BMR009
(10” EP)

Featuring four singles previously only available digitally.



Anna
Ash



One of the deep pleasures of listening to a 
well-crafted album is the way it becomes inex-
tricable from a mood or a moment, a habit of 
mind or a time of day. With her new album L.A. 
Flame, Anna Ash captures those long late after-
noons when the sun is low but the heat hasn’t yet 
broken, when you wipe the dirt-muddled sweat 
from the back of your neck with the condensation 
on the day’s first beer.

Call it country, call it rock’n’roll, call it pulling 
off the road somewhere between Silver Lake and 
Bakersfield just to roll a cigarette, kick at the grav-
el, and brood. The nine songs on L.A. Flame — 
recorded during the summer of 2018, including 
four days at Stationhouse Studio in Echo Park 
— are sparse and warm, tightly arranged and 
shrewdly observed.

Last year, Ash’s cover of Lucinda Williams’ 
“Righteously” was featured on an episode of 
Billions. And though Williams is a useful refer-
ence point for Ash’s sound (see also: Sharon Van 
Etten, Tift Merritt), the songs on L.A. Flame re-
veal a singular singer and songwriter at work. 
Ash regards all with a gimlet eye: her songs tell 
of friends lost to love and loneliness, lovers who 
conflate real life and fiction, experiences that re-
fuse to conform to familiar plot lines. She sings 

from within the messiness of quotidian life with a 
voice that can soar high above the song (but only 
to better survey the matter at hand).

L.A. Flame is a tumultuous record — mellow then 
volatile, withdrawn then confrontational, full of 
revelations, recriminations, revisions, and reviv-
als. “This isn’t the first time I let me spirit die,” she 
sings knowingly on “Required Ending.”

The album’s sound is built on a tight backbeat 
provided by drummer Theo Katzman and bass-
ist Aaron Stern, while Matt LaRocca and Jason 
Robert’s lead guitars coil and unravel across 
the songs, alternately atmospheric and searing. 
Ash self-produced this record, a process that 
was, she says, a “constant trial of confidence.” 
But you wouldn’t know it to listen. “A lot of me 
making L.A. Flame was,” Ash explains, “trying 
to trust my own ears and instincts, and trying to 
remember that I’m the only person in the room 
who knows what this record should sound like.” 
And the record that emerged, out this September, 
sounds sure-handed, textured, and warm, with 
an intimate fidelity to the live performances of 
these wry and rueful songs.

- Connor Towne O’Neill

Apologies b/w Some Kind Of Miracle
BMR007
(7”)

RIYL: A jangley-guitar based Lucinda Williams with a modern 
outlook of modern LA.

L. A. Flame
BMR017
(LP)

RIYL: Slow rockers full of smart lyrics.
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